
impressions conv.%^^ 

cTTil L^Wa^ ! ^°Unqster wlth Holmes, Rackle\T anT~ Skelton, ana the material in the ^r'| 
a 

limited t~their testim^ ~ S nPt 

I don’t know what a "Fordian Oswald" is, but I 
would respond to your criticism of my Statement 
that Oswald purchased a Coke rather than a Dr 1 

epper (incidental-iy, for accuracy, there is nr, 
JLenod’ after the ’Dr’ in "Dr Pep^i^TL~~ 
tioning that I considered it a somewhat hLorous 
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a^ide as an end to a rather somber chapter. I 

have been surprised that the ctitics have almost, 

universally siezed on this passage as a vehicle- 

with which to heap scorn upon my entire effort. 
As a point in fact, the Coke machine in the TSBD 

lunchroom was a Westinghouse Multi-Vend Which 

required Oswald to both turn a dial and push a 
button in order to complete his erroneous selec-' 
tion. I own such a machine (I collect them) and 

have yet to have it malfunction. The Coca-Cola 

company, delivery records show the machine was 

stocked on November 21, 1963, at about 3 D.m., 

with 18 Dr Pepper and 36 Coke, as well as*other 

flavors which might have been more to Oswald's 
liking. The notion that he did not prefer Dr 

Peoper is not substantiated pitw by Mar-in^' 
Oswald (via Ms, McMillan) or by Lee's hrntlior 

Robert. I should have cited them as well. 

The only possibility that exists - since I cannot 

believe TSBD employees ran through 18 Dr Pepper 

'.n f^.w°rking hours - is that every witness who 
testified to Oswald carrying a Coke was either 

mistaken, or identified the soft drink bv a 

generic term.    —*— 

I do not believe Oswald would have spent 204 

each day on soft drinks, so your assertion thst 

he was responding to Dr Peppir advertising is.~ 
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at least to my mind, not viable. 

I am not aware of any photos Lee Oswald took of 

the President prior to firing shots at him, so 
virtually any photo the publisher (not my choice 

incidentally) would have used would be subject ' 

thathiftlPhadfHC^itiSiSm-y°U offered- I suppose 
?.ha^,had a drawing commissioned showing the President s head from the rear, the critics 

would rail against me for fabricating evidence. 

X do find it interesting that you place such 

.reliance on Jim Marrs' observations rpnarfli'^ 

bo?k-~While I enjoy my friendship with Jim, 
i would contend that he apparently disbelieves 

everyone and everything, and nothing anyone says 
HjJ.l ever satisfy him. Like hil counterparts, he 
will propogate only questions, refusing to sug- 

ges^ answers of his own. I suppose that, on 

°Ky' hu Wil1 disbelieve the Lord when Goa tells him that Oswald really did kill JFK. 

3e?lSK»e ar5™fnt, if you will permit me, might well be applied to your letter. The ten oeonle 

with whom you chose to share vour~PH-ar 

.M
7 to °wn speculation~an5~~innuen- do, rather than your own conclusions and answers.’ 

fu2ges^ thab' if y°u know of anyone in the local broadcasting community, you might an- 

— ge a debate between you, and ;I on a local radio 
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station. Since you have little compunction about 

sharing your attitude toward me with the rest of 

the world. a debate might prove not only interest- 

ing but.illuminating as well. 

I think it a sound use of an hour or so of my 

time to have the public hear both sides of our 

private confrontation - your oomments about my 

"asinine thought(s)." and my answers to the end- 
less questions you are bound to raise. |H 
Finally, I could not help but note that you chose 

to send copies of your letter to Robert Groden 

and Josiah Thompson. On Groden's part, you might 

be interested to know that in his efforts to sue 

me for defamation of character, he failed to 

correctly determine my address. He tried three 
times to get his writ delivered to me, despite 
the fact that my address and phone numbers are 

listed three times in the local phone book. All 

he had to do was call directory assistance. To 

my mind, he is obviously quite an investigator. 

Josiah Thompson, who appears simply tired of all 

the controversy, is an admitted drug user. I 

do think it odd that you would pay attention to 

people like Marrs, Shaw, and the aforementioned 
Groden and Thompson (not to mention Larry Howard) 
and give short shrift to someone who has the pro- 

fessional background in.history ^and political 

J <20 
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science that all of them lack, has spent more 

time on-site than all of them put together, and 

has received more praise from professional 

investigators and litigators than all the 

critics combined. 

ix 

MS 
It seems to me, from reading your letter, that 

the Kennedy assassination has become an emotional . 

issue for you. If you do, indeed, find this I 

to^be the case, please know that you have my 

)ie^rtfelt sympathy. 

Id, publicist 
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